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Destiny Church welcomes The High Court in Wellington’s decision that the church’s charities be 
reinstated and, significantly, that the status is backdated to when the original, politically 
motivated de-registration was carried out by the Department of Internal Affairs.

Destiny Church leader, Bishop Brian Tamaki, said today the battle had been against undue 
political influence by Peter Dunne (at that time Minister of Internal Affairs between 2014 and 
2017) and one-sided and inaccurate anti-Destiny coverage by mainstream media.

“The excuse for this abuse of power by politicians and the media at the time was that Destiny 
International Group, Destiny International Trust and Te Hahi o Nga Matamua Holdings were 
late filing their annual returns – conveniently ignoring the fact that so were more than 1,300 
other charities in New Zealand.

“There is no doubt we were a political target. It was an abuse of power and corrupt influence 
at the very highest levels – fortunately the High Court of New Zealand only deals in facts.”

Bishop Tamaki said what was most disturbing was how inconvenient facts could be brushed 
aside by the hysteria that was generated from what was effectively a political assassination, 
aided and abetted by mainstream media.

“We were late with our filing. So were more than a thousand other organisations. The last 
three years have been characterised by intense scrutiny from various Government 
departments and also one of New Zealand’s top audit firms – as required by Government.

“Nobody has been scrutinised to the levels that have confronted Destiny Church, and they 
turned up nothing – the haters will be disappointed. The media love to make accusations and 
caste innuendo. Evidence is an inconvenience and the truth, when it comes out, is no more 
than a petulant footnote.”

Bishop Tamaki said that activists from certain segments of society, media and political 
influencers had set about defaming and sowing a certain, false perception about Destiny 
Church to the public.

“It was guilty until proven innocent and now that we have been vindicated, not a single 
apology; not a single squeak or acknowledgement of that.
“We have always paid all of our required taxes. Instead of persecution, Destiny Church, its 
ministries and the volunteers who put in long hard hours to help others should have been 
given awards for their service to the New Zealand public for the last 40 years.

“Instead, these hard working, selfless, ordinary Kiwis have been publicly ridiculed by the anti-
Christian media who have had to resort to baseless accusations to push their agenda.”



Continued:

Standard of Ethics for Politicians

Bishop Tamaki said he hopes to see legislation that holds politicians to a set of ethics and 
standards around negligence and competence, with consequences for those who fall short in 
the same way company directors are held accountable – politicians should not be above the 
standards of good conduct.

“Recent political perversions committed by errant politicians should be dealt with, and those 
people removed immediately. It’s in the public interest and the interests of public confidence 
in our democracy.

“Politicians work for us. We are the shareholders; they are the directors. It’s our money, not 
theirs to do with what they please.”

Standard of Ethics for Journalists

“It’s high time we regulated the New Zealand media. An unruly, unregulated so-called free 
media is opinionated, biased and anything but accurate and truthful. Good journalists are 
increasingly overshadowed by a toxic breed of journalists who are so ideologically driven it 
defies belief to accept they are acting in the public interest.

“One person can have unchecked freedom to express their own opinion or viewpoint, 
regardless of the truth or the facts. The truth doesn’t sell, and these people don’t give a rats 
backside when it comes to destroying people’s lives, reputations and families.”

Bishop Tamaki said he has been constantly and consistently trotted out as clickbait over the 
years; regularly victimized and stigmatized by mistruths, innuendo and half-truths – all in the 
interest of a media dollar.

“The public have been misinformed and misled at will, as this example of Destiny Church’s 
battle with the Department of Internal Affairs and Media demonstrates. Opinions, thoughts 
and supposition are broadcast as if they were true facts.

“The media’s influence on public opinion is too big to be ignored. Their often-wilful 
misrepresentation of the truth shows they cannot be trusted with this responsibility. They 
cannot be allowed to continue to persecute, defame and slander people at will.

“It is time to regulate this gang of ‘word thugs’,” Bishop Tamaki said.


